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Connoisseur Stemware 
by Mark Nye 

The Connoisseur stemware line was 
introduced in 1956 and remained in 
the Cambridge catalog until 
operations ceased for good in 1959. 
A crystal line without optics, 
Connoisseur was designed by Kathi 
Urbach, a freelance designer from 
New York City. This is a difficult line 
to identify as Cambridge unless found 
etched or with a Cambridge label still 
intact as it is a very plain line, very 
similar to other glassware still being 
produced today. The Connoisseur 
line consists of nine items, beer-
brandy, burgundy wine, goblet, white 
wine, Bordeaux wine, champagne, tall 
sherbet, sherry, and a cocktail or 
brandy. 

Orders for the molds to produce the 
line were recorded in December 1955 
(the actual orders could have been 
placed earlier) and shipments of Connoisseur stemware 
were under way by February 23, 1956. Ms. Urbach 
retained an interest in her design as she was paid a 3% 
royalty on all shipments. The total value of Connoisseur 
shipments during March 1956 was $789.50 and, on April 
27, a cashier's check in the amount of $23.69 was mailed 
to her. 

Connoisseur was included in both 1956 Cambridge price 
lists, available plain or etched Leaf, Mimosa or 
Woodland. While still offered in the 1958 price list, it was 

no longer available etched nor was 
there any mention of the etchings 
Mimosa, Leaf or Woodland. 

No documentation has been found, 
but a single example of the engraving 
Belfast on a Connoisseur stem is 
known to exist. Surviving factory 
records indicate the production of a 
few pieces of Connoisseur in Smoke. 
These were probably samples since 
Connoisseur in color does not appear 
on any known price list. 

On February 25, 1956, Cambridge 
was billed for the printing of a four 
page Connoisseur promotional folder. 

• The author of the text for this folder 
remains unknown. It could very well 

• have been Kathi Urbach herself, an 
associate, or an advertising company 
copywriter. This folder is reprinted 

elsewhere in this issue. [See pages 9 - 12] 

(( ontinued on page 13) 
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Think About Starting a Study Group 
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We've spoken before about initiating a program of 
regional membership chairpersons to help spread the 
word of N. C.C. and provide greater member benefit. 
The pilot program for this is being announced at the 
1997 annual convention. 

Jeff Ross, our membership chairperson, reminded me 
that there is another very good tool available to help 
foster education and the spirit of Cambridge 
community. .Study Groups. At present, we have a 
core group of study groups that meet to help share 
knowledge and show recent finds. It is a wonderful 
resource to help build one's familiarity with the vast 
number of items made by the Cambridge Glass 
Company. 

However, we have to recognize that everybody has 
less time. It becomes very difficult to meet on a 
regular basis. This is particularly exaggerated when 
geographic proximity is a problem. 

When Charles Upton was by-laws chairperson. he 
recognized that it was difficult for people to meet as 
frequently, so the club changed the by-laws mandating 
meeting frequency. This created much more flexibility 
for members 

We'd like you to think about how you could start a 
study group in your area. This is particularly good for 
those members who live a long way from our museum 
and are unlikely to visit Cambridge. It is a wonderful 
way to stay connected and help maintain N.C.C. as a 
national organization. 

Our study group advisory chairperson, Marybelle 
Teeters, would be happy to help you get started and 
locate other members in your area. 

Geography does not necessarily have to be a hurdle 
that cannot be overcome. Member Pam Earussi of 
Pennsylvania coordinates the Mid-Atlantic Elegant 
Glass Collectors who live in at least four different 
states. She coordinates meetings around major 
shopping opportunities like shows and extravaganzas 
for which members will drive 4-6 hours to attend. 

It is a wonderful way to maintain comraderie and brag 
about what you found. It is also a chance to better 
understand prices, rarity, and enhance your general 
knowledge about Cambridge. 

We recognize that it takes personal time to establish a 

group. However, it is a worthy pursuit and an important 
way to tie you to the ongoing goal of education and 
preservation of Cambridge Glass. 

Elsewhere in this issue are other items of note. The club 
has just released an updated version of our book on 
Near Cut. This particular book was a product of one of 
our study groups. Many study groups take the initiative 
to move forward our education efforts by developing 
new books. We'll all benefit greatly from this knowledge 
and owe them a debt of thanks. The Near Cut book 
includes an updated price guide to this valuable part of 
Cambridge's early history. 

Also, you'll see notices about our August and November 
quarterly meetings. I highly encourage you to consider 
attending one or both. These sessions will be focused 
on education. You'll learn something while having fun. 
In August, you have a chance to help us with an 
important project at the museum. It is only through the 
efforts of volunteers that we can continue to inventory 
the historical items that are in our possession. All 
members benefit. 

This July issue is timed to arrive at the start of the 1997 
Cambridge Convention. For those of you reading it in 
Cambridge, welcome! For those of you friends who 
could not join us this year, we miss you and hope to see 
you in 1998. The August Crystal Ball will have a full 
recap of the 1997 Convention. My thanks to Mark Nye 
for his tireless efforts in coordinating this ambitious 
undertaking. 

Please take our thoughts about starting a study group 
seriously. It is an excellent way to stay "connected" and 
boost your appreciation of Cambridge Glass while 
learning from others. Also, it can be fun and isn't that 
what this is all about anyway! 

p,de 

Learn from everyone. 
Ben Franklin 
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Trianqle-C Finds  

The Georgian Peach Basket 
by Joseph A.A. Bourque Sr. 

Dear Reader, 

This month I will share a strange little Cambridge basket 
with you, and I will tell how lucky I was to get it It's a 
basket in the Georgian line. Research has led me to 
opine that it was made from a No. 314 five-ounce sherbet 
blank. (See Figure 1, 1A, and Figure 2 - - 1940 Catalog) 

When being made, the moment this item was released 
from its two-part mold, a flaring tool was applied over the 
rim to stretch it out until it measured five inches in 
diameter. Then, as is typical of a basket's shape, two 
opposite sides were crimped and bent upwards to 
accommodate a handle. (See Figure 3) 

Up to this point, the Georgian-line baskets I have seen, 
whether real or depicted on paper. all had applied glass 
handles. This basket is an exception. It has a 
preassembled ormolu handle having 10 gilded brass 
parts; one bail, two brackets, one waistband (all nicely 
decorated), and six rivets. (See Figure 4) 

The glass basket container has a full-bodied, dark 
Carmen coloration. It has some range regarding density 
usually referred to as the "gathering effect." (The thicker 

Figure 1 
This is the first Georgian basket I have ever seen with a metal 
handle. It is 2-1/2" high at its tallest glass points, and 6" high to 
the tip of the ormolu handle. 

Figure 1A 
The Georgian design can clearly be seen. The lacy design can 
also be seen clearly There is one bracket on both crimped 
sides of the basket. The base diameter is 2-7/16" in diameter. 

the glass is in certain areas, the darker it appears.) 
There are no variations of yellow, which sometimes 
occur in this red glass. 

The basket is well made and is quite symmetrical. The 
golden ormolu fixture and the deep red glass compliment 
each other. The lacy brackets and the fine pressed 
designs on the handle and waist-belt blend in well to give 
the basket that delicate, artful look. (See Figure 4) 

This basket was found in a Group-Shop, but not without 
that ever important collector's aid, the mini-flashlight. 
The basket was in a darkened wall-shelf cabinet and at 
first look it was not perceptible to the eye. The cabinet 
was locked. It was near closing time. All the clerks were 
busy checking customers out. As a rule, I carry a mini-
flashlight with me, but I had left it in the car. 

I had inspected the last few booths, but with negative 
results. At this point, it was closing time. I left the shop 
with an empty feeling as I had not even seen a good 
piece of Cambridge all day long. As I was about to start 

(Connnned on page .51 
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Figure 2 
Georgian line items Nos. 314 and 316 were the only items found 
which had a comparable waistline to the Georgian basket with 
the ormolu handle with attachments. From both of these items, 
only the No. 314 has a flared rim identical to the basket. These 
cutouts are from the 1940 Cambridge Catalog, Page 434. 

/GEORGIAN BASKET - 'marrimed from page -i) 

the car I saw my mini-flashlight on the dashboard. I 
scooped it up and hurriedly I went back to the shop. 
Luckily, the doors were not yet locked. I proceeded with 
dispatch to that murky cabinet. The moment the beam of 
light shone in the dark corner of one shelf, I knew I had 
my Triangle-C find. 

The key-keeper was summoned. I explained my 
dilemma. She muttered about how late it was, but was 
sympathetic and opened the cabinet door. Very gently I 
lifted out this superb little red and golden Cambridge 
gem It was in pristine condition, and the price was 
acceptable 

While I checked the condition of the basket, the clerk 
said. 'Its a peach of a basket To which I retorted, "Yes, 
and it's a Georgian peach at that!" 

Figure 3 
Note the upturned and crimped edges of the basket which 
holds the handle in place. There was another Georgian line 
"Crimped" basket made by The Cambridge Ohio Glass 
Company. It was the No. 3191B13. (See Welker Book 2. 
Page 37) 

Figure 4 

Happy Triangle - C finds. 	 Note the ormolu twisted handle, the bracket with top pinched 
inside, the waistband, and three rivets; another bracket, one 

Joe 
upper rivet, and two other bottom rivets are not shown as they 
are on the opposite side. The waistband ends are secured 
together by a spur of one end of the band which engages into a 
drilled-out hole on the other end of the band. This protruding 
spur is simply bent down, holding both ends together. 

Belief in a thing makes it happen. 
Trunk Lloy d 
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The Case of the Mysterious Etch 
by Frank and Jean Consentino 

Over the years, in our search for elegant stemware for our 
personal collection, we have found a few pieces of the 
etch that some collectors call "Bubble." This three-sided 
etch depicts two sitting nudes facing each other and 
blowing bubbles from long bubble pipes. Between the 
two figures is an urn with a type of palm growing in it 
There is also a standing nude, holding a bit of gossamer, 
inside an ornate cameo. Additionally, there is a lot of 
scrollwork around these figures, which makes for a fairly 
busy etching 

So far we have only found this etching on Fry stems. We 
have found it both in crystal and in solid pink, and have 
found it in wine, champagne, and water goblet sizes. 

We have been unable to find this etch in any of our many 
glass books, and the Fry collectors that we have met don't 
seem to know the real name of this etch. Because of this 
and the fact that we have only seen a total of perhaps 30 
pieces of it in the past 20 years, we have always assumed 
that it was just an obscure Fry etching. 

Last month, while shopping an antique co-op in the 
Mobile, Alabama, area, we were pleasantly surprised to 
find a lot of 12 pink stems on their shelves. We were 
stunned to find four pink signed Cambridge luncheon 
plates bearing the same etching a;ong with the stemware. 

Because the plates have a greoter surface area than the 
stems, they have a five-sided etch instead of three, but 
they are identical in every way, including the color! 

Naturally we bought the lot, even though we don't collect 

plates. We needed the evidence. 

Suddenly after all these years, here we were holding a 
Fry stem in one hand and a Cambridge plate in the other, 
both with the same etching! The questions began 
tumbling through our minds at the same time. 

Had we mistaken the stem blanks? We didn't think so, 
but we immediately began researching the Fry and 
Cambridge books out in the motor home. We came away 
convinced that it was definitely a Fry stem as we had 
always believed, but tnat left the question of who 
decorated these two pieces of glass from competing glass 
companies. Also, as we now know there are plates with 
Cambridge logos, are there any other pieces out there? 
What about cups, saucers, sugars. creamers, jugs? The 
possibilities are endless 

We then started a series of phone queries to fellow 
collectors around the country and the general consensus 
is that no one really knows. but just maybe the Wheeling 
Decorating Company did the etchings. So far the mystery 
continues 

Does anyone of our readers have any of these pieces? 
Does anyone have any old Wheeling or other decorating 
house catalogs which might shed some light on the 
subject? Inquiring minds would like to know! 

[Frank and Jean are collectors and dealers of elegant 
stemware They may be reached at p. o. Box 625, 
Plaistow, New Hampshire 03865, by telephone 
603-382-6162 or by FAX 603-382-3232.] 



A Glimpse Into the Past 

Center - Marjorie Orme 
Left - Bud Orme (born 1920) 
Girl - Betty Orme (born 1918) 

Sitting with book - Grandmother Martha Bennett 
Right - Great Grandmother Locke, Martha Bennett's mother 

Though we travel the world over 
to find the beautiful, 

we must carry it with us or we find it not. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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uMitticfMewtiLline} 
MADE IN CRYSTAL 

THE CAMBRIDGE GLASS COMPANY, CAMBRIDGE, OHIO, U.S.A. 

132 
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l'onnoWeur 

Vine 

DESIGNED BY 

KATHI URBACH 
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MANUFACTURED BY 

'Cie Cambritige (6Iass Cionyang - tiettuhribge, (Ohio 
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42 — 8 oz. Tall Sherbet 	 1 — 16 oz. Goblet 	 #3 — 91/2  oz. White Wine 

GOBLET 

You will note that this particular Goblet is 16 ounces in size. Ample room for serving water with ice, for use 
in summer drinks giving you a capacity of 16 ounces which is ample room for ice to last the full meal or for 
refills. This glass in itself is a beauty and will grace any table. It falls in line and coordinates with the other 
items in dinnerware that you may have on your table. It can be used as a casual glass on the Terrace or at your 
Bridge Party. It is exceptionally nice for Ice Cream and Ginger-Ale, giving ample room for the ingredients. 

TALL SHERBET 

This can be used for various Sherbets or can fall into the emergency class for a Saucer Champagne. This glass 
follows the contour of your special drink and wine glasses. 

WHITE WINE 

The Contour of the Cocktail, Burgundy and other glasses of this type is followed through with the White Wine. 
This is because the temperature of this particular Wine should be room temperature. This glass can be used 
to follow the contour of the hand which makes it easy to maintain warmth or to get the correct warmth and 
temperature to the particular ingredients in this shape glass. Of course, the shape of the glass is dignity in 
itself which makes the drink much more delightful. 
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#4 — 9 oz. Bordeaux 
	

#7 — 81/2 oz. Champagne 
	

#6 — 7 oz. Sherry 

WHITE BORDEAUX OR WHITE BURGUNDY 
The perfect glass is thin and large to permit the full enjoyment of the senses of sight, smell and taste. Half 
of the unique perfection of these wines is in the aroma or "Bouquet". Therefore the glass should never be 
more than half full. These wines should be drunk slightly iced. 

SHERRY 
Spanish Sherry is the most fragrant of wines. Oloro;o is the name given to one of the two great classes of 
Sherry, and is the Spanish word meaning fragrant. To get the most out of these wines, and to enjoy the more 
delicate character of the drier Finos, a good glass is important. A good Sherry glass is mostly chimney, which 
serves to collect and gather the aroma of the wine so that its perfume fills your nose while you are taking a sip. 
Both taste and smell are affected simultaneously and in instant succession, producing that complex sensation 
which is so familiar when you are drinking wine. The colors of the tremendous range of Spanish Sherries are 
subtle and attractive, demanding a clear glass that has no distortion. The stem should be long enough to make 
the glass easy to hold — there should be room for at least two fingers — and the stem should be thin enough 
so that it can be grasped easily. The rim should be thin enough so that you don't notice the edge when you 
sip — everything is designed to center attraction on the wine. The way to judge a glass is to pour an inch or 
two of wine into it; the glass should look right, then, and the wine should look wonderful. Nothing less than 
perfect proportion will do, because its function is to present to you one of the great and simple wonders of 
the world. 

CHAMPAGNE 
From the great Champagne District of France come; the world's most famous wine. It was almost 300 years 
ago that the monk Dom Perignon discovered the secret of retaining the natural effervescence of the wine and 
the proper method of bottling. To him, the entire wine loving world owes a debt. 
Although countless types of glasses have been used to glorify the drinking of Champagne, one of the most 
popular today is the tulip-shaped glass. There are reasons for this. Connoisseurs claim that the upper section 
of a tulip-shaped glass tends to hold the bouquet within the confines of the glass. The bubbles which pop on the 
wine's surface hit the edge of the glass and deflect aromas so they do not escape the glass to be lost forever. 
The tulip glass, it is claimed, more perfectly contains the wine and aids in showing off the distinctive collarerte 
formed by the bubbles at the surface. 

Whether the tulip glass should be long or short stemmed depends on individual preference. According to the 
Champagne Producers of France, the short stemmed tulip glass lessens the danger of tipping over the glass. 
The long 41/2 inch depth of the "Connoisseur" Champagne glass combines the length of the flute glass and the 
curvature of the tulip vessel, ideal for the King of Wines. 
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#9 — 25 oz. Beer or Brandy 	#8 — 51/2 oz. Cocktail or Brandy 	#5 — 17 oz. Burgundy 

BEER OR BRANDY 

Cognac, France on the Charents River, is the home of all Cognac brandy. For centuries Cognac, the King of the 
Brandies, has been enjoyed by Connoisseurs in a classic glass. The glass has been shaped thus for several 
reasons. It is wide at the bottom and can be held for warmth in the palm of the hand. The cognac connoisseur 
uses his glass first to swish the cognac around and at the same time provides it with the necessary warmth from 
his palm. The shape of the Cambridge Connoisseur serves to concentrate the aroma and bouquet of cognac. 

COCKTAIL OR BRANDY 

You will note that the capacity of this Cocktail makes the item very appropriate to serve a 31/2 oz. Cocktail 
which is regulation size or what you might classify as a double Cocktail. The shape conforms to the hand 
which makes it very easy to handle and also withoJt danger of tipping. This can also be used for Brandy 
which must fit the contour of the hand so the warmth of the hand will help to heat the Brandy and create the 
correct temperature for evaporation. Of course, the feel of this glass in your hand makes the drink much more 
desirable. 

BURGUNDY 

This wine requires a larger glass since it is leadier and heavier and needs more room to expand. Wine is best 
when it can "breathe". It means that wine in contact with air releases its essences and starts a process of 
oxidation which makes it perfect. This glass should never be more than half full in order that the wine be 
swirled for full enjoyment. 
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(CONNOISSEUR - 'onanned from page 11 

The catalog page that also accompanies this article is 
from the Cambridge catalog issued in late 1956. 
[See Page 81 

August 23rd 
Quarterly Meeting 

Inventory/Education 
Planned 

The August quarterly meeting of N.C.C. will focus on the 
original Cambridge hardware that was resecured by 
N.C.C. in the mid-1980s. The club is in possession of 
many of the manufacturing items used to make 
Cambridge Glass, including molds, snaps, and punties. 

The day will begin at 10 a.m. with a review of these 
historical items and a call for assistance to help inventory 
some of these valuable items. This is a wonderful 
opportunity to learn more about the process of 
glassmaking and to help the club better catalog these 
assets. 

The inventory program will be followed by our annual 
N.0 C picnic and Show and Tell of special items found at 
summer markets. Please plan to attend and help show 
your support for the club while gaining a valuable learning 
experience. Attendees are asked to bring a dish and/or 
beverages for the picnic. 

The ivy that masks the tower 
Adds beauty to the scene 

But needs support forever. 
Alone. Only a shield of green 

Covering what it touches 
Tenaciously climbing high, 

But needing an earthly contact 
In aspiring to reach the sky. 

Without the others we cherish, 
Their support and expertise, 

Our efforts would be futile 
We need their frequent ties. 

Like the vining ivy 
We must have a root divine, 

And the upward hope of living 
Depends on help to entwine. 

Paul White  

1997 Calendar Planning 

Be sure to mark your calendars with these important National 
Cambridge Collectors, Inc. dates. The following are tentative 
dates for major club activities during 1997: 

August 23 	August Quarterly Meeting/Picnic 
November 8 November Quarterly Meeting 

November Quarterly 
Meeting Rescheduled 

for November 8th 
Previous Crystal Balls have shown a tentative date of 
November 1st for our 4th quarter meeting. The actual 
date has now been finalized for Saturday, November 8. 
Please mark your calendars now 

The November meeting has been one of our premier 
educational programs and been very well attended. In 
1995, Lynn Welker led an exceptional program on Rose 
Point with an expanded Show and Tell. Last year, Ken 
Rhoads moderated a panel on the histories of not only 
Cambridge, but Heisey, Imperial, and Fostoria as well. 
This session was videotaped by Mac and Georgia Otten 
and reshown at the 1997 Annual Convention. 

Program Committee Chairperson Bill Hagerty is finalizing 
details for the 1997 meeting and it promises to be another 
stand-out program. This will be an evening program and 
is likely to be held, as have been the previous two, at the 
Cambridge Country Club. More details will be 
forthcoming in the Crystal Ball. Make plans now to attend. 

To love what you do and 
feel that it matters — 

how could anything else 
be more fun? 

Katharine Graham 



WE CLEAN CLOUDY GLASS! 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED  

Yes, It is true that we really can restore the interior of your 
cruet, vase, decanter and other Internally etched items back to 
near original condition! 

We do not oil, wax or cover up the sickness in any way! We 
actually remove it. 

No items are too sick to clean! If we cannot clean an item to 
meet your satisfaction, the cleaning is FREE! 

Send no money up front. When we return your item a bill will 
be enclosed for the postage and cleaning. If you are not 
satisfied, only the return postage is requested. 

Most Items clean in 6-8 weeks. All glass is handled and 
cleaned at your risk. Some very cloudy items may take several 
additional weeks. 

Cruet $20.00 Cocktail Shaker $30.00 
Vinegar 8, Oil $25.00 Salt Shaker (one) $15.00 
Cologne $20.00 Salt Shaker (pair) $25.00 
Decanter $3000 Water Bottle $30.00 
vases (under 12)$25.00 Lavender Jar 	$20-30.00 

Ship to 	Kim Carlisle & Associates 
28220 Lamong Road, Dept. C 
Sheridan, IN 46069 
(317) 758-5767 
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NEARCUT 
BOOK 

NOW AVAILABLE 
	"NEARCUT" 

This 108-page reprint of the 
1910 Cambridge Catalog 

also includes an updated price guide. 	 Ill 	 GLASS (1) 

ow, ; 

It is now available for $14.95 plus 
postage and handling (first book, $3.00; each additional book, Si .00). 

See Page 18 of this issue of the Crystal Ball in the CAMBRIDGE GLASS BOOKS FOR 
SALE section to order your copy today! 

AM*9 StioDat WNW N3A04 +,08Mal 	 4t.k4 

FOR 60 A DAY YOU WILL... 
a 

I Gain knowledge of all kinds 
of collectible glass 

Learn to identify "mystery" pieces 	
- 

in your collection 

A ttract buyers or sellers for your glass needs 

Savor the beautiful color photography 
in each issue 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY and receive a glass 
collectible FREE with your paid subscription! 

$22 for one year (6 issues) 
Call 1-800-533-3433 to subscribe today! 

Glass Collector's 
P.O. Box 553, DEPT. GC, MARIETTA, OH 45750-0553 
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ASK NCC: 

LETTERS 
FROM 

MEMBERS AND 
FRIENDS 

Have any questions or 
comments that you would like 

to share with the NCC 
membership? 

Please write! We would like to 
hear from you. 

Dear Sir, 

I have a research question on which, hopefully, you, 
one of your members or staff can help me. 

Farber Brothers NYC, in their Krome-Kraft line, used 
the identical nude female figurine as Cambridge did on 
their statuesque line. On Plate 57, Colors in 
Cambridge Glass, top shelf, second from left, one of 
these pieces is depicted. The piece depicted has 
Farber Brothers' markings (eg. no reference to 
Cambridge, a patent date of 1924, and a Patent No. of 
87496011). There are other Krome-Kraft pieces that 
use this same figure, that incorporate no glass, and of 
course the entire statuesque Cambridge line which is 
independent of anything to do with Farber Brothers. 

My question. Who is the originator of the nude 
female figure, Cambridge or Farber Brothers? Also, 
what were the working relationships between the two 
companies, who licensed who, etc.? 

Thanks for any help that you can give. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Burleson Jr. 

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Anyone know the answers to these 
questions? Please write and share what you know 
about this subject.] 

An investment in knowledge 
always pays the best interest. 

Ben Franklin 

What do you know about 
this "lady"? 
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DECORATE! 
Come fill your house with your favorite decoration ... Cambridge Glass, while enjoying a unique display of 
Cambridge decorations designed and staffed by members of The National Cambridge Collectors Inc. This 
display will only be shown at The Great Northeast Depression Era Glass and Pottery Show. America's best 
glass show keeps getting better. 

Also, meet the top roster of authors and guests gathered at one show in years The group will include Gene 
Florence in his first Northeast appearance in over a decade. This is a must-see, spend-all-day glass show. Over 
60 dealers from around the nation will bring The Best of The Best 

The Great Northeast Depression Era Glass and Pottery Show 
Westchester County Center, White Plains, N. Y. 

Saturday, August 9th, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Sunday, August 10th, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

Call 860-872-3294 or 914-631-1656, Fax 914-631-8278 or 
E-mail Caprice0@aol.com  for directions and information. 

Admission $6.00. With this ad or your NCC card, just $5.00 

#75 Ebony 12" Vase With Hand-Painted Roses 
	

Ebony Basket 
and Ritz Blue Prism Sign 

	
Rockwell Overlay 



#1043 8-1/2" Silver Plate Swan 
With Lt Emerald Green Insert Bowl 
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Recent 
Finds 

We really appreciate hearing about 
and seeing what other people are 
finding. Thank you for sending your 
recent finds. Please keep sending 
snapshots too. #170 Lt. Emerald 9-oz. Cleo Etch Syrup Pitcher With Chrome Lid 

Also #605 5" Underplate Etched Cleo 

Large Keyhole Bowl 
Engraved Bowl Unknown Cut 

, 

•••• 

' 

#616 Crystal Satin Cigarette Box With Cover 
Enameled Decoration of Skier on Slope With Pine Trees 
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GLASS 
MARKETPLACE 

Classifieds Classifieds 
WANTED: Rare or unusual pieces of Cambridge Glass 
Especially Opaques or Carnival. Also Cambridge Art 
Pottery. Top prices for outstanding pieces. Call collect 

609-965-2413. 

36Clgart '5 
Bed & Breakfast 

f)2‘,/ Ni..„, Street, Nevi. Con( ool 
• - 

hie% Coli«ird lociging in 183(1 1111(1,11 

Stylv 11(mic, (14) °rated IS ii ii 

antiques throughout 

• 
Igiogart'i5 Antlque5 

7527 1, Pike, Norvi -ich Oli 

Qua:6 Antique% Bought & Sold 

OWNERS Jar k & Sharon Bogart 

872-3514 or 826-7439 

FIRST TIME 
IN TWO YEARS 
the NEARCUT book 

is now 
available!! 

Order yours today at the address 
to the right 

$14.95 plus P & H includes price guide  

CAMBRIDGE GLASS 
BOOKS FOR SALE 

by National Cambridge Collectors, Inc. 
Colors in Cambridge Glass 
128 pages, 60 color plates, fully indexed. 
Hardbound with price guide $19.95 

1930-1934 Cambridge Glass Co. Catalog Reprint 
250 page reprint of original catalog. 
Paperback with price guide $14.95 

1949-1953 Cambridge Glass Co. Catalog Reprint 
300-page reprint of original catalog. 
Paperback with price guide $14.95 

1956-1958 Cambridge Glass Co. Catalog Reprint 
160-page reprint of original catalog. Paperback $14 95 

Cambridge Caprice 
200-page book illustrating the most popular line of Cambridge Glass. 
Lists color, decorations, reproductions and rare pieces. 
Paperback with value guide $19.95 

1940s Cambridge Glass Co. Catalog Reprint 
250-page reprint of original catalog and all known supplemental pages 
Drilled, ready for placement in your own three-ring binder. 
Due to its size, the reprint does not include a value guide. $34.95 

The Home of "Near-Cut" Factory Post Card 
50 cents each 

Crystal Lady Video 
$15.00 each 

Cambridge Rose Point by Mark A. Nye 
94 pages, fully indexed. Paperback with value guide $14.95 

Value Guide 
Updated value guide for Rose Point Book. Included with above. 
Price alone, includes postage $5.00 

For NCC Members, these publications above at a 10% discount. 

by Bill and Phyllis Smith 
Cambridge Glass 1927-1929 
66-page reprint of original catalog with updated price guide. 
Paperback with identification guide $7.95 

by Mark A. Nye 
Cambridge Stemware NEW. 2nd edition. 

Same format as original $19.95 

by Mary, Lyle and Lynn Welker 
Cambridge Glass Company 
120 pages of reprints from eight old catalogs. Paperback $10.00 

Cambridge, Ohio Glass in Color II, Spiralbound $5.95 

by Harold and Judy Bennett 
1903 Cambridge Glass Company Catalog Reprint 
106-page reprint of an original catalog. Paperback $7.50 

by Degenhart Paperweight and Glass Museum 
Reflections 
45-page book giving a history of all 18 glass companies in Guernsey 
County. Paperback with pictures $5.00 including postage 

Address orders to: 
Books 

National Cambridge Collectors, Inc. 
P.O. Box 416 

Cambridge, OH 43725-0416 

Please add postage and handling to your order (first book, $3.00; each 
additional book, $1.00). Ohio residents add 6 1/2% state sales tax. 
Please send only check or money order, NO CASH, NO CHARGE 
CARDS. Dealer Discounts Available - Please Mite, 
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GI NUINE 

DEALERS 
	

HAND MAGI 
	

DIRECTORY 
0'0  

NOTE When writing to the dealers listed here, please enclose a 

DAUGHERTY'S ANTIQUES 
Jerry and Shirley 

Antiques and Collectibles ' Mostly Glass 

Shows & Mail Orders 	 2515 Cheshire No 
402-423-7426 Evenings 	Lincoln NE 68512 

"HAPPINESS IS" 
Buddy and Kathy Stultz 

3106 Warren Court, Glen Allen, VA 23060 
804-672-8102 

Specializing in American Made Glass 
We Buy & Sell, Shows & Mail Order 

THE JONES GROUP 
Cindy Jones 

Buy and Sell Cambridge Glass 
650 Riverside Dnve 

Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591 
914-631-1656 or E-Mail Capnce0@aol corn 

Milbra's Crystal 	Buy & Sell 
Replacement and Matching 	Specializing in 

Cambridge 
Milbra Long 	817) 645-6066 	Fostoria 
Emily Seate 	(817) 294-9837 	Heisey 
PO Box 363, Rio Vista. TX 76093 	and others 

BUY-SELL 	 390-3617 ARMORY ANTIQUES 
168 West Main Street 
Plain City, OH 43064 

QUALITY THINGS 
Cambndge, Heisey. China, Silver, Furniture 

Mon-Sat 10-5 	VISA/MC 	614-873-4890 

(513) 

Taste of Honey 
Glassware - Collectibles 

Clarke West 	 4888 Brannan Dr E 
Carole West 	 Springfield. OH 45502 

THE GLASS URN 
456 West Main Street, Suite G 

Mesa, AZ 85201 	602-833-2702 

Mail Order 	Shows 	Open Shop 

CAMBRIDGE, FOSTORIA. HEISEY, ETC 

ANTIQUES ON THE MALL 
SPECIALIZING IN CAMBRIDGE GLASS 

Bogart's - Bldg #3 - Norwich, OH 

Virginia Bennett 	 614-432-4483 
64183 Warne Drive, 	Cambridge. OH 43725 

GATEWAY ANTIQUE MALL, INC. 
JUST NW OF MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL, MN 

Next to Super 8 in Rogers, MN 
(1-94/101 Intersection) 

85 Dealers 	7 Days. 10-6 	612-428-8286 

ELAINE STORCK. OWNER/DIRECTOR 

ETTELMAN'S DISCONTINUED 
CHINA & CRYSTAL 

Cambridge a Specialty 

PO Box 6491-CB Corpus Christi TX 78466 

Phone 512-888-8391 	Include S.A S E 

D & D ANTIQUES 

Columbus Ohio ,  

Dick Slifko 	 SHOWS ONLY 

JAMESTOWN ANTIQUES 
16 E. Washington St. Jamestown. OH 45335 

Rosepoint and Cambridge our Specialty 
Shows and Shop (chance or appt ) 

Buy 	 (937) 6754491 	Sell 
Susan and Larry Everett 

THE GLASS CUPBOARD 

P 0 Box 652 
West End. North Carolina 27376 

Marcia Ellis 	Cambridge. Duncan. Heisey 
910-673-2884 	 Shows. Mail Order 

JUDY'S ANTIQUES 
Judy Bennett 

422 S Ninth Street (Corner of Jefferson) 
Cambridge Ohio 43725 

BUYING 	Ph 614-432-5855 	SELLING 

CAMBRIDGE GLASS MY SPECIALTY 

We Buy Cambridge 
Kelvin and Heather Moore 

810 Red Mill Drive 
Tecumseh MI 49286 

Phone 517-423-0993 

FINDER'S ANTIQUE HOUSE 
New Home of Elegant Glassware 

1169 Piney Forest Rd. 
Danville, VA 24540 

(804) 836 -6782 

Cambridge-Heisey-Duncan-Fostoria 

GREEN ACRES FARM 
2678 Hazelton Etna Rd . Pataskala. OH 43062 

(State Route 310 North) 

Sat & Sun 1-7 PM 	 614-927-1882 
Antiques, Crystal Glass and Collectibles 

CRYSTAL LADY 

	

1817 Vinton St. 	Omaha, NE 68108 

Joann D. Hagerty 

	

Bus 402-341-0643 	Res 402-391-6730 
Specializing in Elegant Glass & Collectibles 

ASK 
Specializing in Cambridge 	Wide variety 

Booth #14 in the Antique Mall of Boswell 
90 miles south Chicago. right on U S 41 
7 days a week 10-5 except Sun 	12-5 

(317) 869-5525 

SOLITO 
54 Old Stafford Rd. Tolland, CT 06084 

Depression Era Glass - China 

(860) 872-3294 
Florence 	 Joe 

PENNY COURT MALL 
637 Wheeling Avenue 

Cambridge, Ohio 
100 Booths 	15.000 sg ft 

HOURS . 	Daily 10-6 	Sunday Noon-5 
Closed Easter, Thanksgiving. Christmas 

Call for Other Holiday Hours 	 614-432-4369 

MICHAEL KRUMME 
Cambridge'Heisey'fc,toria*Duncan Miller' Paden City 

New Mattinsvillo*ronton'Tiffinimporial'Morgantown 

I search - Send detailed want list - all kept on file 
PO Box 5542 

Santa Monica, CA 90409 

YOU CAN ADVERTISE YOUR 
ANTIQUE SHOP HERE! 

MARGARET LANE ANTIQUES 

2 E Main :.;t . New Concord. OH 43762 
Lynn Welker 	 614-826-7414 

Cambridge Glass Matching Service 
Hoorn Mon -Fri 10 - 12 AM, 1-5 PM or by Appointment 

ISAACS ANTIQUES 
(614) 826 -4015 

See our booths in Penny Court Mall in Cambridge 
and East Pike Antique Mall at Rt 40, one mile west 

of 1-70 Norwich Exit #164 

ALADDIN LAMP BOOKS 
F ree List 

Figurine Lamps Wanted 

Bill & Treva Courter 

3935 Kelley Rd 	 Kevii. KY 42053 

Phone/FAX 502-488-2116 

DEXTER CITY ANTIQUE MALL 
P 0. Box 70, Dexter City, Ohio 45727 

(614) 783-5921 

Located on Ohio St Rt 821 
Between Exits 16 8, 25 off 1-77 

Just 30 min South of Cambridge. Ohio 



Stems Without Thorns 
As the world's largest supplier of discontinued 

and active china, crystal, flatware and 
collectibles, Replacements, Ltd. has over 325 

different patterns of Cambridge crystal. 

And however much we enjoy selling pieces 
which were once thought irreplaceable, we love 
buying them as well. Thanks to people like you, 
our crystal inventory currently numbers in the 
hundreds of thousands, and the numbers keep 

growing every year 

So, if you've been unsuccessfully searching for that 
elusive piece of Cambridge - or any other type of 

fine crystal - call us for a free list of pieces available 
in your pattern. And, if you're looking to sell pieces 

you currently have, we can help you there, too. 

REPLACEMENTS, LID. 
China, Ctystal & Flatware • Discontinued & Active 

The 

Ais Inc. 

The Original National monthly newspaper dedicated 
to the buying, selling and collecting of American made 
glassware china, and pottery from this century. We 
educate and inform you each month with feature 
articles by top notch writers, readers letters, club 
happenings, reproduction news, show reports and 
there are hundreds of dealers to help you fill in the 
missing pieces of your collection. "Keep up with 
what's happening" . . . Subscribe today! 

Name 	  

Street 	  

City 	  

State 	 Zip 	 

( I 1 year $21.00 	I  I 2 years $40.00 ( I $2.00 Slagle Copy 

Subscription Hot Line: 1-800-336-9927 

Exp. Date 	Card No. 	  

Signature 	  

Orders to: 
The Daze, Inc., Box 57, Otisville, MI 48463 

Please allow 30 days for your first issue - Canadian Subscribers. add $1 00 Der year 
and subscnbe by charge card onlyl This Special Offer may not be combined with any 

other special offer .  
Otter Expires December 31, 1997 

National Cambridge Collectors Inc 

PO Box 416 

Cambridge OH 43725-0416 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

Membership Renewal Notice 

If the date on your address label is 7-97. 
this is your LAST ISSUE of the Crystal Ball. 
Please take a moment and renew now. Thank you 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 
U. S. POSTAGE 
PAID 
PERMIT NO. I 
CAMBRIDGE, 01-1 


